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INTRODUCTION
wmt is the origin cf disputing? Fb.v do
disputes develop? At what rate are different
problems transformed into disputes? These
questions are rarely addressed (but see
Fe1stiner et aL, 1981), despite the centrality
cf the study cf disputes in the sociology of
Jaw and the growing body cf empirical wak
about the disputing process (Abe~ 1980:
813). The emphasis cf the dispute proces
sing perspective has been on the linkage
between Jaw and legal institutions and a
broader array cf dispute processing mech
anisms. But 1his perspective has 1.imi:red
our understanding rl disputing as a social
process.
Disputes begin as grievances. A grievance
is an individual's belief that he (I" she (0:- a
group (I" organization) 5 entitled to a re
source which someone else tmy grnnt (I"
deny. People respond to such beliefs in
various ways. ~ may, for example,choose
to "lump it" so as to avoid potential conflict
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(Felstiner, 1974). ~ tmy redefine the
problem and redirect b1ame elsewhere. ~
tmy register a cIoim to communicate their
sense cf entitlement to the Il1CR proximate
source rl redress, the party perceived to be
responsible. .As Nader and Todd (J 978: 14)
suggest,
The grievance cr precontIict stage refiD
t» a drcumstanc:e cr condition wbidl one
person. .•pen:eives tJ be unjust, and the

grounds ir I'esentment cr complaint .•.
The grievance situation. • .may erupt into
contlict,cr it IDlY wane. 1be padllt will taIce
is usuaRy up m the oft'ended party. His
grievance may be escalated by confronta
tion; cr escalation IDlY be avoided by curtail
ing fiJrdu' social interaction. ...

Consumers, fir example, make claims
when they ask retailers to repair (I" replace
defective goods. Claims can be rejected,
accepted,pr they can result in a compromise
offer.
If the other party accepts the claim in full
and actually delivers the resource in ques·
tion in a routine manner (,Yes, we'll repair
your new car; just bring it in"), there is no
dispute. Outright rejection cf a claim (''The
em- was not defective; it broke down because
cf ycu misuse'') establishes an unambi
guous dispute; there are now two (or more)
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parties with conflicting claims to the same
resource. A compromise offur ("We'll supply
the parts if yru will pay fur the labor") is a
partial rejection cf the claim, VJbich initiates
negotiation, however brief, and thus consti
tutes a dispute. A delayed reaction ~ the
claimee construed by the claimant as resist
ance is considered to be a rejection cf the
claim EncolDl1eri.ng difficulty in obtaining
satisfaction cf an ostensibly accepted claim
also creates a dispute. A dispute exists when
a claim based til a grievance iY rejected
either in whole or in part. It becomes a civil
legal dispute whm it involves rights or
resources vvbich could be granted or denied
by a court.
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DISPUTING AND THE
ADVERSARY SOCIETY
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Ire manner and mte at which disputes are
generated is sometimes taken as an indicator
cf societal "health." This view is most
characteristic cf the WOJk cf historians writ
ing after Wa:Id .N:!r If '(s;e particularly
Ho:tStadter, 1948; Hartz, 1955). They pre
sented a picture cf American society as a
stable balance between conflict and calm, a
society in which all disputes were resolved
within a :fi.cmtewoJ:k cf consensus. Some rmy
question the validity cf that picture as a
description cf Il19' period in American· life
(see Potter, 1971; Bell, 1976). but the experi
ence cf the last two decades has certainly
undennined both the social basis upon
which the balance cf conflict and ca1m rmy
have existed.••and its viability as an ideol
ogy or a system cf legitimizing beliefs..•.
We increasingly hear the voices ofthose who
perceive and fearthe growth ofan "adversary
society"(e.g., Rehnquist, 1978), a society of
assertive, aggressive, rights-conscious, liti
gious people ready and eager to challenge
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each other and those in authority (see
HlDltington, 1975; Nisbet, 1975, Kristo~
1979). Images cf our allegedly lDlpre
cedented assertiveness, cf the ingenious
ways vvbich ~ ~ found to fight each
other, flow through the popular culture, firm
New Yorker cartoons about children
threatening to sue their parents fur forcing
1hem to drink their milk to palimony suits
against celebrities.
'There is, cf course, another view cf con
temporaIy American society, a view VJbich
suggests that ~ are, in fact, relatively
uncontentious and even passive (see Steele,
1977: 675; Sarat, 1977: 448-454; Nafh- and
Serber, 1976). Amencans are said to be
reluctant to achnit that their lives are troubled
and conditioned to accept circumstances
and treatment which are Jar fum ideal. ...
Since our institutions respond slowly, in
efficiently, and reluctantly, ~ learn not to
complain, not to pursue our grievances or
claim our rights. Even when ~ do, ~ find
that appropriate institutions do not exist
(Nader, 1980). As our society becomes ever
more complex and expansive, it becomes
easier to avoid conflict (I' to ignore it merely
by moving on (Felstiner, 1974). People un
able (I' unwilling to ~ their rights c:r
defend their interests rmy be easily victi
mized ~ self-interested organizations seek
ing to perpetuate a social and economic
status quo (Nader and Serber, 1976). Pr0
ponents of this view typically question the
adequacy of existing political, social, and
economic arrangements to achieve justice.
It is ultimately both an empirical question
and a matter ofdefinition as to vvhether ours
E a society cf rights consciousness and
conflict, or one ofacquiesce.nce and equili
brium. AIgumen1s about the level and con
sequences cf conflict in American society,to
the extent that they are based'ondata at all,
are often rooted in comparative analyses
(e.g. .Ehrmann. 1976) or cyclical interpreta·
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tions ri histOIy (potter, 1971). But there is
another approach which might re employed
to describe and assess levels cf conflict in
the United States. Lempert (1978: 98, 135)
has suggested that the occwrence cf particu
lar types cf conflict can re meastm:d against
a pre-established baseline. The baseline
might re a measure cf the number ri
transactions ri a particular type, the number
which result in injmy, or the number which
result in grievances and the making cf
claims. For example, the level cf conflict
about the quality ri medical care might
re measured by comparing the quantity ri
medical service-e.g.• visits to doctors-to
the amotmt ri conflict generated by such
services--e.g .• the number cf medical mal
practice suits. Malpractice suits might also
re compared to some measure of medical
ineptitude such as rates cf unnecessary
or unsuccessful surgery. The baseline ap
proach seeks to identifY the realization ri a
social condition-e.g.. conflict-against its
potential..
We employ such an approach to describe
and analyze the generation cf disputes in
American society. This paper presents a
conceptual map ri the process ri dispute
generation and develops empirical estimates
cf the incidence ri grievances, claims, and
disputes.... 'Ire data are neither fully
comprehensive' DJr the most appropriate fCc
testing the adversary society argument, but
I To forestall misinteIpretation cf the data obtained
fiomour Household Screening Survey. it is appropriate
to set forth clearly and openly what is oct claimed <r
intended. The SJJIVeY does not constitute a definitive
estimate of households' incidence rutes d all grmr
onces. cIoims, and disputes, ta- at least the fullowing

reasons:
• The role d the survey in the CLRP's research design
was 10 identify civil legal disputes which could be
processed bilaterally and which involvOO a household
member acting as a private individual in a nonbusiness
capacity. (These disputes were the subject cf lengthy
followup interviews. which were abo administered to

they are relevant to, and illustrative of. the
central themes in that argument

S\MPI..EAND METHODOLOGY

una for this article are derived fum a
telephone smvey ri households conducted
as part ri the Civil Litigation Research
Project. .. That project was designed to
explore the contribution ri courts to civil
dispute processing and to descrire and
explain patterns ri investment in disputing
and dispute processing. The survey was
administered in January, 1980. to approx
imately 1,000 randomly selected households
in each cf five federaljudicial districts: South
Carolina, Eastern Pennsylvania, Eastern W1S
consin, New Mexico, and Central California.
Th: smvey sought to identifY the occur
rence in the general population cf civil
disputes cf the type that might be brought to
the courts or nonjudicial alternatives. Our
approach was to focus 00. three stages ofthe
ode' disputants sampled fian court records and
nonjudicial third-party institutions.) Therefure. the sur·
vey did oct cover a definitive list cf posstble problem
areas ta- individuals and ignored the problems d
groups, organizations, (J' other collectivities. Restricting
our focus to civil legal disputes eliminated many kinds
of troublesome experiences. Intra-household conflicts
wm: ignored; few such conflicts (at least at the present
time) are resolved by the courts. Problems with business
II' rental property, difficulties in collecting tees ta
professional services, and problems encountered on
behalf cf businesses, professions, II' ruganizations
generally. 'were excluded by the restriction k) private,
non-business problems.
It Disputes in which courtsmus( play some role, such
as suits ta- divorce II' estate settlements, wm: excluded
because 1rey could oct be bi1ateral disputes.
C The survey was conducted in five judicial districts.
Ben though these districts wm: chosen fr their
geogmphic and demographic diversity, they are oct a
random sample cf the nation.
.. Additional biases include ignoring households and
individuals without telephones and relying 00 one
person to report the experiences d all in the household
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disputing process: grievances, claims, and
disputes. In the grievance stage an injmious
experience is perceived as a problem, and
some other party is blmned for it While
recognition

a problems and

at1nbution of

causes are in theory separate activities, \\e
are unable, because of our retrospective
research design, to treat them as such.
Respondents were asked whether anyone
in their household had experienced one
or more cf a long list cf problems within
the past three years and, if so, about bJ\.v that

problem was handled wm-e possible the
interviewer tried to establish whether a
household was significantly at risk .cf a
particular type cf grievance? In addition, for
most problems they were asked whether that
problem involved $1,000 or more. This
threshold served as an operational definition
cf the kind cf "middle-range"disputes which
were the exclusive preoccupation cf the Civil
Litigation Research Project.
About 40 percent ofhouseholds sampled
reported at least one grievance for which the
time frame and amount at issue criteria were
met Those who reported a grievance were
asked whether they had sought redress fum
the allegedly offending party, indicating that
the claims stage had been reached. Finally,
we inquired about the result cf that claim.
Did the parties reach an agreement? If so,
was there any difficulty involved? k1 ume
2 Households differ in both degree and type of
exposure to risks d grievances. depending upon the
amount and the kinds d interaction they have WiIlIhe
outside world. People who do not rent, lor example,
cannot have landlord-tenant problems: they&re not in •
relationship fraDvhich such problems could arise. The
more a person drives a car. the higher the Dk. Of an auto
accident, aD else being equal. We ascertained the
foDowing kinds d risks: owning real property, owning a
home built within the last live yeirs, holding a mortsaae.
having recent home repair work, renting a home or
apartment, being divorced, and owning property jointly
with Someone outside the household•

....
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solved claim or one resolved only after initial
resistance was overcome was recorded as a
dispute.
Supplementary questions sought infonna
tion about the timing, nature, and results
reported disputes. Respondents were also
asked whether either side had used a 1awyer
or had sought assistance fu:m some other
third party. 'I'lEy were asked if they had any
prior relationship with the opposing party
and, ifso, whether that relationship had been
changed by the dispute.

a

DESCRIBING THE STRUCTURE
OF CONFLICT: GRIEVING,
CLAIMING, AND DISPUTING

Grieving
Disputes emerge out cf grievances. C0nse
quently we lid< first to the incidence cf
grievances to establish the baseline potential
ir disputes. There is, however, a conceptual
problem. Grievances are composed cf con
crete events or circumstances which are
relatively objective, but they are also com
posed cf subjective perceptions, definitions,
and beliefS that an event or circumstance
is unwammted or inappropriate.. _. fudi
viduals tmy react differently to the same
experience. One buyer cf a defective good
may find it unacceptable and remediable;
another tmy: regard the bad purchase as
"inevitable" and "lump it" or write it df to
experience. According to our definition, the
first individual has a grievance; the second
does not Grievance rates reflect both the
occurrence cf certain events and a willing
ness l:y the participants to label those events
in a particular way. Care must be taken to
avoid confusion between the expressed rate
cf grievances among our survey respondents
_ weD as the claims and dispute rates
which :ftow from it) and the degree of injury
which they tmy be said to have suffered.
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The survey began 1:y asking about the
occurrence a 33 types c:f problems. These
have been aggregated into nine general
categories. . •. The first line in Table 1
shows the percentage c:f households report
ing grievances c:f each t;ype.3 Slightly over 40
percent c:f the households in our sample had
some middle-range grievance within the
three-year period smveyed; approximately 20
percent reported two or more different grie
vances. '\\e cmmot say whether this mnnber
E high or low, since there E no baseline cf
potential grievance-gen.emti events or re
lationships against which to compare' that
mnnber. However, two things can be said.
First, experiencing significant grievances E
1:y no means·a rare or unusual event Smaller
grievances no doubt occur more often, larger
ones less frequently. Second, the incidence
c:f middle-range grievances provides a sub
stantial potential fur conflict.
The range cf reported grievance experi
ence varies considerably. On the low end,
6.7 percent cf the households surveyed
reported a grievance arising out of the
payment or collection debts, while 17.1
percent fI the households which rented had
experienced grievances in dealing with land

a

lords. The range and djstnbution a grie
vances reported in Table 2 is quite similar to
what has been found in other studies, both in
the Unired States and abroad tf. Cunan,
19n; Sykes, 1969; Abel-Smith et al., 1973;
Cass and Sackville, 1975). Grievances involv
ing racial, sexual, age, or other discrimina
tion in employment, education, or housing
were reported by 14 percent cf the house
holds. It E likely that the level cf discrimina
tion grievances has risen in recent years as a
result cf increased public awareness and
sensitivity to this type problem, although
\\e cmmot con:finn this with longitudinal
data. At the same time, public attention to
the problem a discrimination rray have
produced a decline in instances cf discri
minatory behavior. Here again \\e recognize
the problematic relationship between experi
ence and perception in the generation of
grievances and the evaluation c:f grievance

a

rates."

.

Claiming

Gi:vm the perception that some event or
circumstance is unacceptable and remedi
able, \\e can ask lu.v assertive those who
experience grievances are in seeking a
remedy. POSSIble responses, as previously
mentioned, range :fr:Dn avoidance (Felstiner,

:3 ~ household was the aggrieved party in IlDIt
cases fir several reasons. Fully twenty·two of the

thirty.1hreespecificproblems irwhich we probed were
household grievances ~ their nature; eight could
involve a grievance both cf and against the household;
and three involvm grievances against the household
This apparent bias largely reflects our focuson disputes
arising fum members acting in a private non-business
capacity. (I also reflects oor methodological expectation
that seems to have been accmate. R:r example, 2.8
pen::ent fi the households reported some property
damage or persooal injury other than auto accidents
''through the faultof someone else"which invoIvm over
51.000. In contrast, only 0.5 percent reported that a
household member had ''been accused d injuring
anyone or ofdamasing sorneoneelse'sproperty, ei1her
accidentally€l:' on pwpose."

.. One reason iF this relatively high grievance rate
may be that the survey was careful to remind respon
dents bah d a number d potentially illegal discrimlna
tory grounds (.....race. sex. age, handicaps, union
membership")and d discri:minatOIyactions ("Haveyw
or anyone in )WI" household been denied a job €I:'
promotion or bit a job because cf discrimlnation?
••.had any problems with waking conditions or
harassment, €I:' being paid less? •. had any other
emp1oym::m problem because cf discrimination?
••.any p:obIem with discrimination in schooling t:r
education? ••.in hJying t:r renting housing? ...any
other problems cf discrimination because cf race, sex,

age or anything else?").
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1974). through repair without direct con
fiontation, registering a claim, 10 a demand
ftr monetary compensation. Unless a claim
is made, a dispute cannot occur. Other
responses, such as avoidance, tmy be ac
companied by feelings cf bitterness 0:
resentment which could lead to Iater con
flict
The second line cf Table 1 shows that
claiming is a frequent response to middle
range grievances, Apart trom discrimination
problems, there is conslaerable
in
behavior across problem types. The range cf

tnimiiIiiiY

claiming fluctuates between 79.9 percent
(real property) and 94.6 percent (debts).
While most c:f the problems are substantial,
...there is, nevertheless, considerable varia
tion between problem types in stakes, situa
tions, and the configuration cf the parti.es.
This variation makes 1he uniformly high
claiming xates all the more significant
The one exception to 1his pattern is fOtmd
among discrimination grievants, cf ~
only 29.4 percent made a claim. This finding
is not entirely smprising. Curran reports
virtually the same proportion a job discri
mination grievants "taking some action"
(1977: 137). There are severn} explanations
fir 1his anomaly. First, it tmy be that
remedies fir discrimination are less avail
able and accessible than 1hose ftr other
types c:f problems. The evidence is mixed
Remedial devices such as equal opportunity
commissions are not recent develop
.ments. . .. Indeed, a review c:f specialized
nonjudicial dispute processing agencies in
the five geographic areas covered by our
smvey found that ftr discrimination prob
lems there are ''many alternatives available
wi1h low access costs" .... The assertion
that a lack c:f available mechanisms fir
processing rejected claims tmy explain
many cases where grievances are h.unped or
endured (Nader, 1980) is challenged by 1his
finding. But, availability k not accessibility;

just because mechanisms exist does not
mean that they are, in fact, attractive to, or
usable by, people seeking redress. This
seems especially 1rue in the' discrimination
area where available mechanisms have been
found to be. inefficient and ineffective
(Crowe, 1978).
PerlIaps people do not make claims unless
dry feel confident that something can be
done should the claim be accepted. Pethaps
a lack ofassertiveness has more 10 do with
the substance cf the problem itself In
discrimination situations it seems easier ir
1hose who believe that dry have . been
unfairly denied a job or home just 10 keep on
looking. Securing a job or home is likely to
be much more pressing and important than
filing a claim ftr something which is made
undesirable by the ~ act that generates the
grievance. "I need a job, and who would
want 10 \VtIk 1here anyway' would IXJt be
an inexplicable response. Itt 1his reason,
the smvey asked whe1her discrimination
grievants who made 00 claim had none1he
less registered a complaint without asking
ftr anything, and we found that an additional
26.6 percent had done so.
Furthennore, there tmy be some stigma
attached to the grievance itself 0:- to the act of
assertion. Victims, ir example, tmy blame
themselves ftr the un:firir treatment In discri
mination grievances, especially, victmy may
tum into defeat Those who are assertive,
even if vindicated, are branded as trouble
makers. Furthennore, grievants tmy be un
certain about the fit between 1heir own
perceptions and definitions cf grievances
and those embodied in statutes 0:- o1herwise
recognized in 1heir community. Indeed, both
the Jaw and popular expectations in this area
cf relatively new rights appear unsettled
NkIy who experience discrimination prob
lems are, as a result, uncertain whether 1heir
grievance constitutes a sustainable claim.
Whatever the explanation fir the low

,.
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claiming mte for discrimination problems,
'WbJt remains striking in our data is unifonn
ity, DJt variation. Our data indicate the
existence ofa widespread readiness to seek
redress of substantial injuries. Contnny to
\\bat some believe, Americans are assertive
when the stakes are substantial-able and
willing to seek redress fum wrongdoers.

'Il:Je Incidence of Disputes
\Vtm a c1aim is made, the allegedly offend
ing party nay accept responsibility and
accede to the demand fur redress. If this
happens there is no dispute. C1airns are
made and promptly satisfied. But resistance

,t

I
i

•

IIBy be engendered, respoIlSlbility denied.
&.at if responsibility is accepted, unaccept
able levels cf redress IIBy be offered. Resist
ance to accepting responsIbility or providing
redress establishes adversaria1 interests.
Table 1 reveals that among the 1768 claims
made ~ respondents experiencing grie
vances almost two-thirds (62.6 percent).
were rejected or resisted and thus resulted in
disputes. These disputed claims are almost
equally divided between those which were
completely rejected and produced no
agreement42 percent cf all claims (Table
1, Row 3a)--and those in which initial
resistance gave way to some agreement
about responsibility and remedy-30.6 per
cent (Row 3b). The dispute rate of 62.6
percent fi subject to many interpretations.
Vk do not have trend data. (Indeed, to our
knowledge, ours is the first attempt to collect
and report data cI this kind) It seems,
however, safe to say that among middle
range grievances, adversarial relations result
in a substantial nuYority cf situations in
which claims are made. WheIher this is to 0
high or too low, conducive to a healthy
social life (J" deleterious in and ofitself,we
leave for others to decide.
While problem-specific variation is some
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what greater in disputing than in claiming,
here again \l.e are struck by the patterned
unifonnity among six cf the eight problems.
Putting aside torts and property matters, the
incidence cf disputingvaried only :!ian a hv
of 73 percent in discrimination claims to
a high cf 87 percent in those arising in
response to postdivorce problems, with over
80 percent cf claims to landlords, former
spouses, debtors, creditors, or government
agencies leading to disputes. Tat claims are
least tikely to be contested. 1b.is reflects, \l.e
believe, a highly institutionalized and routi
nized system cf remedies provided by insur
ance companies, and the weU-established
customaty and legal principles governing
behavior in this area.

'Il:Je Role of Lawyers and Chrrts
The language cf rights and remedies is
preeminently the language cf law. Or:e might
logically ask where, in all cf this, the Jaw and
legal institutions playa role. There is relative
ly little empirical work on the role cf lawyers
and courts in disputing (see Curran. 19n;
:Mayrew and Reiss, 1969; Friedman and
Percival, 1976; Sarnt and Grossman, 1975;
McIntosh, 1981). /In assessment of the role
cllaw, legal institutions, and legal services
in the development of, or response to,
conflict requires us to confiunt the problem
cfbaselines. Vk agree with Lempert's (1978:
95) comments about the methodology
needed ir evaluating the dispute resolution
role cf courts, and would extend his sugges
tion to the role cf lawyers as well.
A fundamental problem is to develop a
:measure cfjudicial involve:menl: in COlIllllUIl
ity dispute settlement that ca1 VBI)' over
time. •.. HI' Il')(S; pw:poses, the base
should relate to the number rl occasions m
whidl the court might be asked to settle
disputes.
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TIl! ideal base is probably the numbtr rl
cognizable disputes arNng within a court's
jurisdictiolL At any point in tim~ the degree
ID which a oourt is ftmctioning as a COOJIIlUIl
ity dispure setUer could be measuruI by the
pen:m1age rl such disputes brought ID it ir
resolutiolL UntOrtunatdy, information 00
disputes tid; are mt officially processed is
seldom available (MI" time.

Our smvey covers only one point in time,
but \\e are able to estimate the rates at which
lawyers and courts are used in relation to the
number cf reported disputes in our sam
ple. Thus \\e can provide an empirical
estimate cf the rate cf direct participation cf
lawyers and courts in these middle-range
disputes.'
Examining Table 1 (RlJIN 4), \\e find that
relatively few disputants use a lawyer's ser
vices at all. l...awyels were used by less than
one-fourth cf those engaged in the disputes
\\e studied. 'There are, however, two signi
ficant exceptions to the pattern. 1he role cf
lawyers is much more pronounced in post
divorce and tort problems.••• In the fonner,
the involvement cf lawyers :5 a function cf
the fuct that many cf these problems, e.g.,
adjustment in visitation arrangements or in
alimony, require court action. In the latter,
the contingent fee system facilitates and
encourages lawyer use.
Few disputants (112 percent) report tak
ing their dispute to court. Excluding post
divorce disputes, where court action is often
required, that mnnber :5 approximately 9
percent. These findings do not mean that
courts or Iawyers play a trivial role in
middle-range disputes. C1aims are made,
S We recognize, d course.that Iawyft's and au1s m
DDe than process such dispuCes; nu:h d dEir aaMty
is amllillistJative (l" akned at c:mpute prevention. We
also ~ that ~ rde d Iawyft's and rourtsmaybe
'\8Y ditferalt in smaD (l" Rge dkput.l's datlt is in dE
arm d ~ disputes. Nevertheless, or data
proviIe a first, aJbeit tentative and JimitaI, I.:M'n'iew d
dEir rde in those disputes.

avoided, or processed at least in part accord
ing to each party's tmderstanding cf its own
legal position and that cf its opponent: that
tmderstanding reflects both the advice that
lawyers provide and the rights and remedies
which courts have in the past recognized or
imposed....

The Success of C!l.a:i.Its

0veJ.aR 68 percent cf those who made a
claim eventually obtained part or all of
what they originally sought. This is roughly
comparable to the results cf previous
research.... 1l.tose who claim nay do so
because they are confident their claims are
justified. fudeed, the modal pattern among
middle-range grievances is fur claims to be
made, disputes to result, and agreements to
be reached. Claimants who reached an
agreement after some diHX::u1ty --EI so
had disputes-were more successful than
claimants reporting no difficulty reaching an
agreement Fully two-thirds (66.1 percent) of
the first group obtained their whole claim,
while only a little over· one-third (39.7 per
cent) cf the second got all they asked for.
Conflicts, disputes, and difficulties are often
engendered by the desire for, and are neces
sary in order to obtain, complete satisfaction.
Some important specific variations do, cf
course, show up in the results cf claims.
Vntually no tort claimants (26 percent) were
tmable to reach an agreement, but note that,
cf the t.n.3 percent cf tort claimants recover
ing something, vay fuw,obtained all cf ~eir
original claim. C>n:: might expect tort claims
to be inflated fur negotiating purposes, an
expectation reinforced by the lo\.v proportion
reporting any difficulty reaching an agree
ment 1bis pattern also suggests an accept
ance by claimants cf insurance companies'
valuations cf damage, perllaps reflecting a
reluctance to dispute with such organiza
tions.
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While most tort claims resulted in a
compromise agreement, other claims were
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much more likely to have all-or-nothing
outcomes. To some extent this reflects the
nature cf many problems. Dr example,
property disputes involving pennission to
build are not amenable to compromise.
Some opposing parties were tmlikely to offer
anything: more than half cf all discrimination
(58.0 percent) and tenant (55.0 percent)
claimants failed to obtain any redress at alL
Such claimants are apparently in a particular
ly weak bargaining position and also rmy
lack effective recourse to any thirrl-party
remedy system. \\b shall take up this point
again.

Summary
\\b can visualize. the process of dispute
generation through the metaphor ofa pyra
mid (see Figure lA). At the base are grie

vances, and the width cf the pymmid shows
the proportions that make the successive
transitions 10 claims, disputes, lawyer use,
and litigation FJgUre 18 presents three con

trasting pattems-the disputing pyramids fOr
torts, post-divorce, and discrimination grie
vances.
'B:I::ts show a clear pattern. Mlt cf those
with grievances make claims (85.7 percent),

and most claims are Irt fonnally resisted
(76.5 percent result in immediate agree
ment). As a result, disputes are relatively rare
(23.5 percent cf claims). Where they occur,
however, 1avvyeI:s are available, accessible,
and are, in fact, oflen employed (Sl.9 per
cent). Moreover, the same can be said fOr the
employment cf courts (at least in compari
son with other problems). The overall picture
is cf a· remedy system that minimizes fonnal
conflict but uses the courts when necessary
in those relatively rare cases in which con
fiict is unavoidable.
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The pattern fi:r discrimination grievances
is quite different Seven cf ten grievants make
m claim fir redress. Those who do are Vet)'
likely to have their claim resisted, and most
claimants receive nothing. Only a little more
than one in ten disputants is aided by a
lawyer, and only four in a htmdred disputes
lead to litigation. The impression is one cf
perceived rights which are rarely fully
asserted. When they are, they are strongly
resisted and pmsued without much assis
tance :from lawyers- or courts. cr course, \\e
do not know mw many cf these or any other
grievances would be found meritorious in a
comt cf law. Nonetheless, as perceived
grievances, they are a source cf underlying
tension and potential social conflict
Postdivorceprpblems engender high rates
cf grievances, claims, and disputes, and are
characterized by frequent use cf lawyers and
courts. As a result, almost half of an griev
ances lead to comt involvement While the
comt's activity in many, possibly most, cf
these cases is more administrative than
adjudicative, this is, at least fonnally, the
most disputatious and litigious grievance
type vve have measured
Dispute pyramids could be drawn fir the
other types cf problems, but they would all
be quite similar: high rates cf claims (80 to
95 percent cf grievances), high rates cf
disputes (75 to 85 percent cf claims), fairly
low proportions using a lawyer (10 to 20
percent cf disputants), and :bw litigation
rates (3 to 5 percent cf disputants). Indeed,
the most striking finding in these descriptive
data is again the general tmifonnity of rates
at each stage cf the disputing process across
very different types cf middle-range griev
ances.
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